GSCA Dress Code Guidelines
Kindergarten Prep-6th Grade
Effective August 2015

Slacks

Tights/hose

If worn- should be solid color- white, black, navy, or nude

Shoes

Neutral tennis shoes or uniform type shoes are acceptable
for everyday wear. Neutral boots may be worn in the
winter. Gym shoes must be worn or brought to change
into during activities requiring the use of the gym.
Students should have a pair of shoes suitable for recess
activity. For safety reasons, sandals without straps, flip
flops and high heels are prohibited.

Jewelry

Boys will refrain from wearing earrings; dangling or hoop
earrings for girls are not permitted. No jewelry with
offensive symbols permitted. Tattoos of any kind are not
permitted.

Hair

Haircuts must be in good taste without extreme or unusual
styles that attract attention unless it’s a designated dress
up day. Boy’s hair must be cut above the ear and above
the collar.

Navy, khaki, and black solid color.
Slacks should be uniform-type style, cotton dress twill
(no cargo pants, extra baggy pockets, extra zippers or
decoration; no denim)

Shorts/skorts/
Skirts

Navy, khaki, and black solid color
Uniform-type style, cotton dress twill
Can be pleated
No shorter than 2 inches above the knee when holding
arms at side (no denim, cargo style, extra baggy pockets,
extra zippers or decoration).

Capri Pants

Navy, khaki, and black solid color
Uniform type style, cotton dress- twill (no denim, cargo
style, extra baggy pockets, extra zippers or decoration).

Jumpers

Shirts

Navy, khaki, and black solid color
Can be pleated
No shorter than 2 inches above the knee (no denim).



Polo style in solid colors




Sleeve length short, mid, or long (no sleeveless)
Decorations on shirts may only be GSCA school logo.

Oxford style-solid colors
Turtleneck style- solid colors
Turtleneck/long sleeve crew neck shirts may be worn
under polo shirts and sweatshirts.
Shirts must be tucked in; boys must wear belts.

Sweaters/
Sweatshirts

Formal Uniform Attire will be worn on Wednesdays and Field Trips.
This will be navy blue polo shirts with khaki bottoms.

Solid Color
Decorations on shirts may only be small GSCA school
logo left chest.
Sweatshirts should be crewneck (no hoods)
Sweaters may be crew neck, V neck, sweater vests,
or cardigans in solid colors (no hoods)





Shorts/skorts and capri pants can only be worn during the 1 st and last 9
week grading periods. Skirts, skorts and capri pants are for girls only.
Any questionable item will be left to the discretion of the administrator.
Students will be required to wear the same color clothing for special events
such as field trips and school programs on occasion.
Clothing must not fit too tight. Pants should sit at or above the waist.
There will be out of dress code days for students to wear their favorite
clothes throughout the year. These days will be announced.
If needed, these rules are subject to adjustments by the GSCA School Board
as the year progresses.
Uniform clothing lines are provided by these stores and onlineJC Penney®, Sears®, Walmart®. You may order clothing with G.S.C.A.
logo through Lands- End® and also Game Plan® in Greensburg.

